
The Memory Path is a link between present 
time and the past. Configured like a maze 
inspired in rupestrian shapes from the ancient 
natives, where the visitor can experiment all 
the memories that regards the place.

EXIT / STORE
RESTAURANT

After the Memory Path appears the volca-
no`s cone, with a strong relationship to a 
unearthly universe, in which the visitor 
perceives inside a huge shell of concrete 
with a surprising scale, that represents all 
the human effort to understanding the 
Universe.

UNIVERSE CONE

At the end of the journey, it is necessary to 
the visitor back to ground level, the origin 
point, where he is invited to contemplate 
the desert landscape tasting a meal, 
having a coffee or simply watching the 
skies.

MEMORY PATH

The Museum entrance is a spiral ramp, and 
its trajectory takes the visitor to a gradual 
immersion to the “Center” of the Earth, 
which makes him disconnect to the present 
time and dive into the history of the place.
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UNDERGROUND FLOOR 
LEVEL 1 (-8m)

1 Waiting Area 
2 Public Washroom
3 Ticket Office
4 Staff Area
5 Memory Path
6 Planetarium
7 Universe Exhibition
8 Exit Stairs and Elevator
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INTERMEDIATE FLOOR 
LEVEL 2 (-4m)

1 Universe Exhibition
2 Exit Stairs and Elevator
3 Administration Room
4 Garden
5 Meeting Room
6 Administration Washroom
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GROUND FLOOR
LEVEL 3 (0m)

1 Universe Exhibition
2 Specialized Store
3 Observation Telescope
4 Public Washroom
5 Café
6 Kitchen
7 Restaurant
8 Exit Stairs and Elevator
9 Exit Door
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IMOA1381

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

1 Spiral Ramp
2 Kitchen
3 Restaurant/Café
4 Specialized Store
5 Garden
6 Administration
7 Opening for light and 
ventilation
8 Exit Stairs and Elevator
9 Exit Lobby
10 Planetarium
11 Universe Exhibition
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UNIVEarth
The International Museum of Astronomy (IMOA) was designed by two essencial elements for 

the comprehension of the universe: TIME AND SPACE. 

The space materializes the passage of time, which in its origin and evolution incessantly 

restructures the very essence of the universe. The meaning of this materialization is idealized 

in the architecture of the museum through a linear trajectory that promotes an immersion 

into the Earth`s past, a vertical spiral that`s twists into the ground, followed by a maze of 

memories that motives curiosity about the past  in order to understand the nature, always 

present in the path through the galleries until it rises to the volcano`s cone, enveloping the 

planetarium and the observatory;  the maximum representation of the human being con-

fronted with his insufficient knowledge of the universe.

The Atacama Desert is one of the unique places on Earth that have maintened its natural 

features almost intact for thousands years. Despite being a seemingly static location, where 

nearly no moisture to change the landscape and to allow abundant life in the desert, the 

human activty keeps intense along its existence, since the pre-Columbian people as well as 

in the traumatic Chile dictatorship. Then, any wish of understanding Atacama should revive 

all ingrained memories of it, and that`s why the Memory Path is connecting Earth, Universe, 

Atacama and the time itself.
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SITUATION PLAN

1 Ruta 27
2 Covered Parking

3 Entrance Spiral

The location was chosen according to the 
proximity of 27 Route, being 5,5km distant 
from San Pedro do Atacama and 2,4km 
from the airport. 
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1 IMOA Suggested Terrain
2 Route 27
3 San Pedro do Atacama
4 Airport
5 UNIVEarth

The access from the Route is an extension of the 
Spiral Ramp, and its equiped with a covered park-
ing. 

ENTRANCE 
SPIRAL

The thick walls of the building and the vertical 
openings provide chimney effect ventilation, 
which independs of the wind conditions to 
work and only about the positive and nega-
tive pressure.

The shape of the cone is unique for the 
specific latitude. It`s facing South to 
prevent overwarming with an inclination 
of 22º55'S, which can also generate many 
interesting light effects, since direct light 
will be present only in a few moments.

ZENITE

SOUTH NORTH


